
The Fall 2021 District Information Sessions found the following ideas of note for 

what people loved about the county: 

Space - open areas for public movement 

Feeling of community in the County 

German Heritage remnants of family since 1750’s in same church 

Mountains and history 

Rural area 

The beauty of mountains surrounding the Valley 

People mind own business 

Shenandoah is beautiful 

Remote and quiet 

Life here is simple, old-fashioned, and generally peaceful 

Tradition and history 

That is has not changed much, that it is not NOVA 

Museum and history offered here 

Family history 

Traditional values 

Historic areas 

History 

Family history 

Natural beauty 

The scenery 

Natural assets (River, mountains, access to recreation, etc) 

Place to call home 

Scenic beauty of farmlands 

7 bends of the river, ox bows of Shenandoah with mountains surrounding 

Agriculture: farms, wineries and retail farmers markets on site 



Farming 

Beauty of the Valley 

Good amount of farmland 

Small scale farming 

Small entrepreneur farmers 

Farmer Focus 

Low taxes 

Hiking 

Hunting and fishing 

Mountain valley feel 

Apple orchards 

Clean air and water 

Rural settings 

Pollinator garden at landfill 

Caves 

Outdoor recreation options 

Beauty of our area 

The beauty of our area and the good people that live here 

The rural nature 

Beautiful mountains and easy access to DC by way of 211 East 

Rural low population 

GW Forest and trails 

Streams and rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Farming 

Nature and vistas 

Rural character 

Natural beauty 



Mountains 

River 

Seven Bends 

Agricultural use 

Rural nature 

Natural resources and beauty 

Rural feeling and beauty 

Water quality 

Natural beauty and nature 

Recreational opportunities 

Farms, farmers markets, and agriculture 

Locally sourced foods and alcohol 

Way of rural life 

Quiet forests 

Rural character 

State park and outdoor opportunities 

Rural 

Agriculture jobs 

Farmland and open land 

National Forest 

Agriculture 

4 Seasons 

Valley within a valley 

Agriculture 

Farms and agriculture 

Outdoors and unique 

Rural and natural areas 

Hunting and farms 

Beauty of the land 



Farming and agriculture 

Nature and wildlife 

Natural environment (mountains, forests, streams) 

Affordability 

Can be in the middle of nowhere in five minutes 

Protection of Agriculture, supporting small business 

Good blend of natives with opportunities for newcomers 

Town enhancement 

Variety of tourism options 

Small town living 

Beautiful surroundings 

Airbnb 

Low taxes 

Most shopping needs met 

Fresh match incentives program 

Small businesses 

Low tax 

Walk-ability increases the opportunities of businesses 

Downtown Strasburg is buzzing 

Woodstock Cafe 

Traditional folks 

People are friendly 

Sense of community 

Nice people 

People wave when you walk 

Small Town feel 

Strong sense of community 

No developers (yet) 

Rural setting - small Town feel 



Wonderful people 

Friendly 

Seclusion 

Good schools, good people 

Feeling of community in the County 

Real good sense of community 

Rails to trails project 

County library system as a community meeting place and a place for folks to access resources 

River/Mountains 

Outdoor recreation 

How we take care of local people and take care of each other 

Better Internet than other areas 

Exploring with your kids on things you missed out on as a kid 

Fire Department 

Churches work together 

Community involvement 

Schools 

Serving those less fortunate 

Home safety 

I-81 bisecting the county into right and left 

Widen I-81 

Connect to Corridor H 

Wrecks on I-81 

Rail transportation 

Dirt roads and no sidewalks 

Dirt roads 

Walking in Town (Strasburg) 

Likes when buses stop in middle of street to protect kids 

Like the ShenGO bus 



Feeling of family 

Community 

Rural community 

Rural character 

Want it to grow but need more growth management 

Land / Forest / Outdoor 

Underdeveloped 

Growth is focused in the urban areas and Towns 

Close proximity to Washington DC 

Need to control development and how houses are built 

Friendly helpful people in a rural community 

Vision = Quality of life vs implementation 

Community - sense of belonging and contributing 

New Market gap has benefit of view of Page and Shenandoah 

Walking trail in Luray is nice 

Peace and quiet, privacy 

Proximity to DC, NOVA, and Winchester 

Unique character that each town has to offer 

Nice driving distance to NOVA, 1 hour and 15 minutes to Dulles 

  



And what people wanted to see improved: 

Lack of historic preservation 

No cultural outlets or funding 

Native American mentioned in Chapter 1 

Stats on SWAM/BIPOC business in Shenco 

Protection of historic resources / buildings 

More employees in agriculture 

Waterway access and river clean up 

Have companies help clean river 

Boat access 

River usage 

Preservation of prehistoric archaeological sites 

Process crops in County 

Protect air and water 

Access to rivers and passage creek 

Pollution in river 

Access to National Forest 

 Pollution 

Stricter regulation of river and creek adjacent properties, costs Town more to clean water due to runoff 

Stop trees from being cut down for single family homes 

Protect karst areas 

Protect mountains from building 

Junky properties 

Solar is ugly 

Have fertilizer plants help pay for conserving farmland 

Over-development 

Green areas to brick and mortar 

Need stricter zoning 

Educate citizens on land use 



Entrepreneurial business 

Employment and growth with in reason 

More better paying jobs 

Valley Health Services 

More trade schools 

Foster entrepreneurship 

Better paying jobs for young people 

Small industrial to develop a tax base 

There are no jobs - nothing to hold our young people here 

Not enough restaurants 

Not enough to pull travelers off of I-81 to visit 

Commercial cannery  

Need more shopping opportunities 

Need jobs with career elevation 

Internet 

Local gov’t driven cell towers 

More industry to bring more jobs 

Economics of County 

More fiscal opportunities 

Walking trails 

Better Internet 

Industry and jobs (not Strasburg) 

Stop building mini NOVA! 

Airbnb 

Tourists 

Farms are selling 

Tax incentives for businesses and housing developers 

Local business 

Little industrial jobs 



Large businesses (Warehousing) 

Partnerships with industries with an emphasis on new technology 

Partnership with Lord Fairfax Community College for business development 

Leverage agritourism 

Connect farmers with restaurants 

Small business 

Jobs for people to stay here and work 

Want kids to work here 

Agritourism 

Strasburg to Edinburg tourism train, biodiesel train 

Industry with good paying jobs and benefits 

Incentivize small business 

Help new small business 

Business incubation 

Partner with Mike Rowe Works 

Reduce the number of barriers for large businesses to come here 

Retail shopping 

Strengthen support for Shenandoah County schools - we will only be as strong as out ability to educate 

our children 

Support rails to trails 

Need an indoor pool 

Community recreation center 

Community center w/ recreation such as indoor pool 

Community meeting space 

Needs plan for growth - how to preserve rural nature but allows for growth within towns 

Modernization of school system - renovation of buildings to promote future needs - consider community 

elementary schools in Fort Valley and Basye 

Business (more pay) 

Better Internet 



High Speed Internet 

Nice places to eat 

Good seafood restaurant 

Buffalo Wild Wings 

More things for young people 

Need affordable childcare 

Technology has destroyed social life 

All social organizations are shrinking 

Better healthcare and clinics 

Need more social life 

Improve use of resources (ie parks) 

Improve library services 

Community center (like one in Elkton, convert old school) 

Equal pay for school use of park 

Better Internet (more diversity in providers) 

Better cell service 

Home food store 

Need more restaurants 

Need better grocery stores (food desert) and produce! 

No more cell towers 

Put the rail trail in the plan 

More public spaces 

Solid waste disposal 

Add performing arts venue 

Lack of apparent workforce education 

Recycle, reduce, reuse 

Concerns of digital divide 

Mental health improvements, specifically for kids in the schools 

Indoor gyms and recreation centers 



Long term planning for facilities 

Auditorium 

Arts investment 

Spaces for bands and the arts 

Public platform to support kids 

Triplett Tech 

Expand Triplett Tech so we have more skilled laborers 

Expand and invest in Triplett Tech 

Better healthcare and clinics 

Need more social life 

Need lawyers, doctors, electricians, plumbers, butchers 

More push to technical schools to promote working at or opening their own business in the County 

Need ShenGo stops in Mount Jackson 

Sidewalks to the dollar store 

Secondary roads 

Bicyclists (said three times) 

Excessive weekend traffic 

Traffic 

Interstate 

Road needs to be widened (Fort Valley road) 

Focus on improving I-81 

For Fort Valley, no bicyclists 

The road through mine mountain should become a State Road 

With the new rules of bikers vs cars (distance passing etc) we need to do something about bicyclists on 

Fort Valley Road 

Guard rails on Edinburg gap road the whole way 

Bikes on road 

Road conditions 

Signage for danger of road 



Fix I-81 

Add rail to trail 

Bike lanes 

Public transportation 

Improve Interstate 81 

Entrance to Seven Bends Park 

Improve access to the schools 

More information on how to use the ShenGO bus  

Need pull offs in Fort Valley 

Widen Route 42 

Referendum for Rail to Trails 

Need a plan for the impact the rail trail could pose on the area 

Consider antique train (Cass railroad) 

Have to have growth but don’t want to be flooded like Northern Virginia 

Controlled : Planned 

Subdivision and strip mall development 

Air and water quality 

Don’t let it become NOVA 

Concern about farm land sold 

Moved here to help keep Fort Valley rural and agricultural 

Reduce sprawl 

How to incorporate large business 

Over-development 

Over-development 

Control growth pattern 

Need to control development and how houses are built 

Promote more growth at southern end of County, business and residential (This would help with 

overcrowding at Central and Northern School Campuses) 

Negative = the opposite of belonging 



Division 

Lack of belonging & disenfranchisement 

Home school kids should be allowed to use County resources, they pay the same taxes 

Section of plan should be on renewable energy 

Comprehensive plan does not mention religion and the role of churches 

Expand opportunities at Triplett Tech 

Night classes 

Walkability 

Young people 

Trees over Fort Valley Road 

Fair week off for school 

Why Fort not a Town? 

Notice to citizens (a mailer) of this group, I wouldn’t have known about this planning committee without 

word of mouth 

Concerns about solar panels 

School regulations/environment 

Unsustainable rapid growth 

Need to have a joint County and Town meeting on Comprehensive Plan 

Include diversity equity and inclusion in new plan 

Invite and seek out people of color 

Invest in new enterprises like electric vehicles 

Reopen Strasburg Hotel 

More put-in and takeout points are needed on the North Fork 

More people to come to these meetings 

Need an online method of networking and finding small businesses 

Commercial kitchen for start ups 

Shared greenhouse / community garden 

Common mission 



The Shenandoah County 2045 Community Survey provided input on the vision statement 

as can be seen below: 

"- Connect Shenandoah County to Virginia's other initiatives for commuter and passenger rail as another 

means of reducing dependence on I-81  

- Focusing on the ""Rural/Agricultural Character"" of the county is a thinly-disguised attempt to 

depopulate the areas outside the towns and free up more land to large agricultural landholders rather 

than actual small farms or healthy rural communities. This vision is less important than preventing the 

artificial concentration of land wealth in the hands of a few old families or bulk property developers; 

instead, revitalize Shenandoah County's rural landscape by changing the zoning requirements to provide 

many opportunities for individual property owners to purchase land, build homes for their families, 

farm, form agricultural collectives around sustainable practices, feed the community, restore and 

protect wildlife habitat on their property, and more. More of Shenandoah County's youth will have a 

reason to stay if they can break into the property market and build wealth on their own land, and the 

upcoming generations should get to play a meaningful roll in shaping what ""rural character"" means to 

them." 

#1 Funding Priority Placed on Education. resources for education and adequate, forward thinking 

educational facilities has been lacking 

3rd bullet point - we need medium and heavy manufacturing jobs 

As a lifelong resident, the vision stated above has not been entirely upheld. As a person who is under 30 

I can say that the variety of jobs in the county is dismal at best. Our education, while not terrible, has 

room for improvement with more rigorous standards and equity based, trauma informed teaching. 

Clean up existing properties. A lot more could be done to promote residents to clean up properties. 

Community involvement. More public information 

County leadership has implemented some aspects of the comp plan and the recommendations in the 

plan but not all of them. More needs to be done to enhance public services and facilities for quality of 

life, preservation of working landscapes, public access to the North Fork, and economic development. 

County should continue to advocate for I-81 improvement - additional lanes/rapid commuter rail in the 

median 

Define "moderate growth."  My understanding is that there are plans for over 900 new housing units in 

the Woodstock area, with additional apartments downtown, which will bring more traffic and drain on 

natural resources (river especially).  How big do we want the communities to be and what should they 

look like?  Who determines "moderate growth?" Developers?  Construction companies?  Real estate 

agencies?  Change is inevitable, but shouldn't transform the overarching rural with small towns 

character that makes the County unique. 

Don't make Shenandoah Cty what those that left the city now want here!! IF THEY WANT CITY LIFE THEY 

CAN GO BACK THRRE 

Economic development is greatly needed. We are becoming a low income housing community.  



Education has worsened, jobs have stalled, farmers markets are rocking, the new state park is a great 

asset. I81 is detracting fro the quality of our lives. 

Education in this area is really suffering.  

Education is a problem with some "graduating" without having basic knowledge needed to succeed in 

"the real world" (i.e. math, reading, ability to think/reason). 

Education is lacking.  Young families value a strong education. 

Education lacks, growth lacks 

Educational system is mediocre and should doa better if of embracing the homeschooling population of 

the county. "Education" shouldn't just be code for "public schools" 

entertainment theatres and places to enjoy . great start 

Get back to the basics in education 

grow southern end 

Growth should not supercede preservation of rural lifestyle and natural resources 

Has not met the education aspect  

I 81 is dangerous and over crowded.  

I am worried in particular about the influx of large corporations to ShenCo especially with the opening of 

the new Starbucks in Fall 2020. While I recognize the importance of community amenities, I worry that 

letting corportations in will change the character of ShenCo in the long-term. I would rather see local 

businesses lifted up. 

I appreciate the emphasis on directing growth to towns to maintain a primarily rural character.  We 

need to recognize that "growth" may be limited if we do this, though.  But that's not a bad thing.  We 

can make great progress in being more culturally developed without huge growth.  I also appreciate the 

mention of giving an excellent and appropriate education. 

I believe the wording on this form is set to fit the agenda of those doing the report. It does not address 

the inadequate education our students are receiving, the loss of local family businesses, the expanding 

processes needed to grow and / or rezone a parcel to a business location in the county including the 

tiring processes that DEQ adds. Shenandoah County needs to take the DEQ function back so processes 

can move quicker. An example would be the time it took Andros to build their new facility. 

I fear and despise the urbanization of my county. 

I have not lived here too long to judge properly 

I just moved here last year, so I'm not the best judge of what's happened up until now. 

I like the vision but I think we can certainly improve how we are implementing those goals. For example, 

the solar farm on Turkey Knob Road in Quicksburg is a waste of valuable land and an eyesore. We should 

encourage individuals to install solar panels on their homes in order to encourage renewable and 



sustainable energy alternatives while not taking away farm land. It would be great to have grants for 

indiviuals who do this to help offset the initial cost. We also need to continue prioritizing education 

within the county, especially programs like we have at Triplett Tech. We have a large population of 

students are not college bound but who could provide excellent services in a trade if we have the proper 

training available.  

I think we fund the school system well but the graduates do not receive a good education and basis for 

their future. I had several kids in the county schools and they were not prepared for college. Most of my 

kids are looking at home schooling or valley baptist for schooling. The current fiasco with the name 

changing shows their funding priorities.  

I want the agricultural community to practice best practices for river health. County has failed to invest 

funds to make industrial parks site ready 

I want to know when you say "recognize our history" you're not just talking about the flattering parts 

I want to see more development in the County. The County has played into suburban development 

patterns by providing plan for how or where development should occur 

I would like to see more connection between the northern communities and the southern communities 

I would like to see more diversity in population in the County. Water quality needs work, more of our 

young people should go to college or trade school, our agrucultural practices are neither healthy or 

sustainable 

If Shen Co continues promote the history and heritage of this area as a source of pride, then the county 

needs to represent its heritage honestly and not just cherry pick the nice parts that make people feel 

good. I want agriculture to be sustainable and to support the ecosystem. I want clean rivers. I want 

people to have economic security and health care so they aren't all stressed out and turn to bitterness 

or violence or addiction. It think we could do more to protect the natural resources and be a better 

steward to the earth overall. Education needs help. I think we need to employ some kind of green belt 

policy that protects the natural feel of the area. We need to support to rural areas in the county so that 

they are not left out of the economic benefit that comes with industry and tourism. Their contribution is 

as a green boarder that preserves the rural feel of the county is invaluable and they should be 

compensated. 

If ShenCo stays at this pace and the vision above it will die. 

In particular our educational system needs to be improved. I would add that we need to be more 

welcoming to those who choose to move here. 

increased spending for public education. too much residential development outside of towns, public 

eduction shortfalls 

Infrastructure development for broadband is critical to education and business development.  Rural 

communities like Shenandoah County must make this a top priority to remain competitive in the 

changing world market.  But infrastructure development goes beyond a fast internet connection.  Rural 

communities will need to maintain parity with emerging technologies like 5G.  If not, urban areas will 

gain a significant advantage in area like education and commerce because of the tools and processing 



power the new technology will enable.  The county ought to embrace and ponder these changes to lead 

the valley in their implementation.  The change is inevitable and will happen eventually.  We can either 

be one of the first in the valley to adopt or struggle to implement later.   

job growth and economic development has been lacking 

jobs and facilities are lacking 

Just keep doing the next right thing. Not much growth of demographically diverse, jury is still out on 

education 

Keep Shenandoah County rural and discourage practices and ways of Northern Virginia  

"Maintain it’s history in the names of businesses and landmarks that have been given. Not canceling our 

heritage in light that it offends someone. 

Moderate growth with a sense of community is important. Need to avoid over commercialization at the 

expense of local culture and community. 

more high paying job opportunities need to be created  

More work needs to be done to work reserve history and renovate  

Mostly, would like to see a bit of improvement in job availability and public facilities such as performing 

arts space, public pools, etc. 

Need to widen rural roads for safety  

Need to widen rural roads for safety  

Need to work on retaining teachers.  They’re your bedrock for developing the county.  

Need truck lanes on the hills along I-81 to improve safety. 

New subdivisions are not helping these goals 

No section on cordination of planning with Towns  

Not very satisfied with the school board and education in the county. Need a stronger Vocational 

School. Not every student needs to go to college to make a good living wage.  Currently, my plumber 

makes more in a year than I do as a teacher with a masters degree. Nothing wrong with Technical 

Skills!!!!!!!!! We need electricians, plumbers, brick layers, roofers, and painters. These type of jobs will 

keep our younger generations in our communities because their income will be strong and can afford to 

live here. 

Our schools are underfunded.  Like it or not, our kids are competing against students in far better 

funded districts.  And our investment in the performing arts leaves a lot to be desired. 

Plenty of examples in the US that blend development and preservation. Need to do better making 

people understand they can't have development (tax base) without some compromise 

Prioritize these statements in order of importance as there are contradictory statements within the 

vision. The cake and eat it to statement applies here. 



Provides equal opportunities for all races, gender and sexual orientation. 

Public Teachers need competitive salaries. We need the rail rail that will cause economic boom. We 

need more better quality restaurants and also access to the growth should not be blocked near Lowe’s 

due to insane fees to connect to town water/ sewer 

Public transportation lacking, lack of jobs that would support a family 

School Board Disaster.  

Shenandoah County leans too much in promoting Agriculture instead of shopping opportunities.  

Shrink Govt. 

small streams and creeks throughout town are being overlooked, don't wait til flooding becomes an 

issue 

Solar panel farm, I81, can't eat fish from the river, no bike trails 

Some areas need improvement! 

Something about arts & culture 

Special concern about water quality and it's connection with agriculture. While I support agriculture, it's 

survival should not negate responsibility to improve and ensure good water quality. Also concerned 

about amount of water taken from the river and it's sustainability.  

Stop holding onto farmland  

Sustainable agriculture could happen with rotational grazing of livestock 

Teach Business/entrepreneurship in schools 

The board of supervisors need to listen to our citizens.  Changing he's of schools, bending over backward 

to gay, queers,lesbians and trannies is disgusting.  (They choose their titles, not me!). All the emphasis 

on sports on schools does nothing to promote academic learning. 

The county and our elected State representatives do not do even an adequate job of making I-81 safe 

and efficient. Funding favors the eastern portion of the state. There is foot dragging and delaying on a 

rail system that would significantly reduce the truck traffic on I-81.  

the county should be retained in a conservative christian narrative which would be strong for 

preservation and new/old business growth and tourism. The modern non-traditional cities own the large 

metropolises of diverse population, diverse businesses, over extended resources, congested 

transportation routes, garden-less and agricultural-less landscapes. Rural Counties complement the 

large metropolis, ying vs yang relationship. Cities can not exisit without rural & agri- business and clean 

resources that support these businesses. 

The river and forests are owned by the people and you should not be charged to use them. i.e. seven 

bends park. Also the food tax in Woodstock is ridiculous. 



The rural nature is what brings people here especially tourists. It should be the prime purpose of any 

decisions concerning the future of the county. 

The school system here went from being a joke pre-covid, to an absolute failure during covid. Without a 

proper education, you can’t expect these already illiterate kids to grow into proper citizens ready to 

work and build. 

The sentiments are all good; the devil is in the details, of course. Specifics will determine whether or not 

policies in the county are such that they support/enhance these goals or thwart them. 

The vision can only be maintained if the Comprehensive Plan has real "teeth," particularly regarding 

commercial housing developers who eat up land with development and then leave long-term residents 

and stakeholders "holding the bag" of funding the expensive first-responder, public education, 

transportation and other community costs going forward. The developers "take the money and run" 

with no real long-term responsible investment of paying for the support of a good quality of life in the 

housing communities they support. The County government is the entity that endures as generations 

come and go. It must live up to this responsibility of land stewardship. As the old saying goes, "Farmland 

lost is farmland lost forever." 

The vision statement is good - I'm too new to the area to judge how well it has been followed. 

There are three types of population in this county: locals, "barrons", complete outsiders (like me). It is 

the latter that can bring sustainable economic benefits to the county via investments and job-creation. 

Too much growth has happened since 2000.  Especially in the last 5 years around Strasburg and 

Woodstock. 

We are failing our kids with our school system by not funding them appropriately or making needed 

repairs, our roads aren't safer, access to public facilities is limited, places to eat, shop and work are 

limited. ShenCo needs to expand before it dies.  

We are trying and efforts have been made to implement but it is a work in progress. 

We don’t need diversity in the county because our heritage will be lost.  

We need to grow as a county or we will get left behind, but do it in a sustainable way. or public 

transportation, local restaurants, entertainment. 

While I strongly agree with the Vision, I feel that Shenandoah County can't have it both ways: Economic 

development, business growth, housing development vs. retaining historic character and quality of life. 

These two values appear to logically be contradictory, generally speaking 

With our 1 racist BOS member, we're sending the wrong the signals to others, which is why people of 

color are reluctant to move here. 

Youth are leaving the county due to the lack of opportunities here. Adults find it difficult to further 

education due to lack of options 

zoning of larger developments such as Ryland family homes should be carefully monitored they 

destroyed Maryland (look at their history in Perry Hall and Ellicott City) and have a history of 

circumventing environmental studies. 



The Shenandoah County 2045 Community Survey provided input on the chapters of the 

plan as can be seen below: 

Arts & Culture 

Personal property  

Education 

Seeing as it is such a large undertaking to address the problems facing our community in this area, a 

wholly separate chapter should be dedicated to the defunding and abolition of current law enforcement 

agencies. 

Government operations 

If there is an implementation chapter then we need an evaluation chapter 

Government growth  

Government growth  

supporting local businesses 

Yes, Water Resources should be separated out of Natural Resources to highlight the importance and 

interconnected relationship to all the other chapters. 

Energy independence 

Employment Industries 

community food shelters and assistance programs, for example shelter for battered spouses 

A chapter focusing on strengthening the the county's ties to the larger community: the five counties, the 

state, the nation, and the global community. 

Yes, Local Business Development Assistance 

Education standards and lifelong learning opportunities 

Why is "history" a major theme in this? 

Fully funded school's and jobs that pay a living wage. 

Tourism 

Education. Then the BOS won’t be able to hold the budget hostage over the SB.  

Elderly population 

I'd like your description of our "heritage" 



Climate change mitigation (everything is local) 

Emergency Management  

Education 

Education 

Protecting our workers from being devalued through competition with illegals. 

Education 

The role of taxes (town/city, county, state, federal) in shaping the future. 

Environmental Education  

Implementation of Emerging Technologies  

Arts and Cultures 

Creating opportunity.  

Health Care 

Education up to post high school community college and technical training  

Education 

Education/employment, community engagement  

Activity Centers 

Emergency  Volunteer planning 

Infrastructure - mgmt of services mentioned above in the questions, but in a more directed manner 

Emergency  Volunteer planning 

Education/Fire and Safety/ Health Care 

Tax breaks should be offered to small businesses wanting to be in a small community to help them get 

established. For example, if a brewery wanted to be housed in a town, give them a tax break for 1 or 2 

years so they can use their capital to put back into the business. 

Technology 

Public Safety 

Water use and conservation. 

Local government 

Health-all aspects 

You question on how many minutes for response or travel the to services is  ridiculous.  Sounds like 

someone that has no idea what they are talking about.  Other that fire and rescue does it really matter if 



you chose to live somewhere and then complain you have to haul your trash, a park etc?   Stupidity. 

rescue, everything can be a longer travel are  

Technology 

We need to develop a response to climate change. I would also add within Population I would include 

working for equity among all various racial/gender/sexual/religious identities. 

Services  

Infrastructure  

Environmental Quality, Public/Private Partnership Opportunities 

Technology infrastructure  

Public safety  

Conservation 

Agriculture preservation  

A comprehensive housing study and plan 

Information management-improve communications ie cell and internet 

Education 

Education  

Natural Resources, Population, Housing 

Technology 

The Future of Shenandoah County in relation to the Region. 

Healthy living, including proper supermarkets offering healthy food instead of processed and sugar-

loaded industrial junk food. 

BOS accountability committee  

Light Pollution 

No, though a stronger emphasis on quality education (read: Pay and perks commensurate with 

surrounding counties in order to hire & retain quality teachers) would show gains in most chapters. 

Let go of civil war!  

Education 

Education goals- more detailed than the above included questions  

Education  

education 



Education 

We NEED more resources for younger children. Opportunities to participate in activities, toddler 

spaces/gyms, more affordable and available child care services.  

I think it’s important to stress preservation of history but also get with the times and create diversity 

I'd say adding a distinct category for health is necessary 

There should be something about Animals - wildlife, agricultural, and pets. 

County event planning / advertisement 

Healthcare for elderly & disabled 

Education  

Rt 81 noise reduction----need sound barriers for reidential areas just like Rt 495 has 

population, landuse, transportation, growth mgt, 'Farming,Crafts,Music as one industry to preserve 

Landscape'' 

Education should have its own chapter 

An ordinance that will not land our farm land and beautiful views and history be destroyed.  

Yes. Keep the liberals off the county board of supervisors and don’t let a few change the opinion of the 

majority. Specific example is renaming Stonewall and Ashby Lee. I don’t care what those people think. 

That’s my history and my heritage that’s being trampled and they didn’t care. So I don’t care about them 

and what they want and they don’t need to be here. They left the city for the country and are turning it 

into the city. They need to go away. Their money doesn’t matter to me.  

Food security  

Tourism  

Shrink Govt. 

Human Services 

The economy should be strengthened with commercial overlay along I-81 and Rt. 11 so to reduce the 

property tax burden on the agricultural community. 

Economic Development is strongly needed. We are becoming a low income housing community  

Coordination with Towns chapter 

Quality of Life, Sustainable Econ Development 

public safety/emergency management 

access to mental health facilities  

education 



Education  

Sustainability 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability (energy and agriculture) 

Natural Disaster/Extreme Weather Preparedness (extreme weather events, extreme temperature, 

natural disasters) - focusing not just on implementing plans for public safety response, but also 

redundancies for public utilities, civic non-emergency response teams, providing information and 

programs to encourage renewable, energy-efficient, and weather-resilient home technologies, and 

increased public knowledge of what individuals, households, and neighborhoods can do to support one 

another in any weather 

financial requirements 

Specifically address disaster preparedness as it will change through the years 

recreation (maybe) 

emergency planning include climate change 

Innovations in Best Practices 

health; medical, physical and emotional 

Yes, health, urban design, disaster planning, scenario planning 

I think education is important enough to be an individual chapter 

Community Services, Infrastructure, Priorities 

Climate control, Health Care 

Wildlife promotion, inventory and protection (separate or at least included under Natural Resources) 

Health and Medical Care; Education; Technology; Sustainability and Resilience 

Indoor Pool/Adult Recreation 

Government 

Cultural and Historic Preservation 

Finance, Economic Development 

Work closely with utilities to ensure they are prepared for development...elec, gas, water, etc 

Education Healthcare Retirement Public Transportation 

drug enforcement and education 

Celebration of Diversity and equality for all 



Within one or more of these chapters, safe, smart and affordable care for children should be included as 

that is so important for families seeking to do well with employment. 

Continued Education 

Adherence to both the state and national constitution. 

Land bridges over roads to stop deer from causing accidents 

Education 

Telecom - as more work & education moves online, data access/speed/prices become critical 

Under Land Use it would be nice to look into a public shooting range built by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers. 

Governance - there needs to be specific plans to limit, diversify, and prohibit lifelong politicians and 

political appointees. Fresh perspectives are needed. And Emergency Mgmt/Planning - everything from 

natural disasters to Virus pandemics should have some guidance in place 

Tourism 

church organizations 

Education 

Public Safety 

Education should have its own chapter! 


